Perceptions regarding Genetic Testing in Populations at Risk for Nephropathy
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Abstract
Background: Population ancestry-based differences exist in genetic risk for many kidney diseases. Substantial debate remains regarding returning genetic test results to participants. African-Americans (AAs) and European-Americans (EAs) at risk for end-stage kidney disease were queried for views on the use and value of genetic testing in research.

Methods: A standardized survey regarding attitudes toward genetic testing was administered to 130 individuals (64 AA, 66 EA) with first-degree relatives on dialysis. Fisher’s exact test was used to assess differences in participant attitudes between population groups.

Results: Mean (SD) age of surveyed AAs and EAs was 45.5 (12.8) and 50.5 (14.4) years, respectively \((p = 0.04)\), with similar familial relationships \((p = 0.22)\). AAs and EAs wished to know their test results if risk could be: (1) reduced by diet or exercise \((100 \text{ and } 98\%, p = 0.99)\); (2) reduced by medical treatment \((100 \text{ and } 98\%, p = 0.99)\), or (3) if no treatments were available \((90 \text{ and } 82\% , p = 0.21)\). If informed they lacked a disease susceptibility variant, 87% of AAs and 88% of EAs would be extremely or pretty likely to inform family members \((p = 0.84)\). If informed they had a disease susceptibility variant, 92% of AAs and 89% of EAs would be extremely or pretty likely to inform their family \((p = 0.43)\).

Conclusions: Attitudes toward obtaining and using genetic test results for disease in research contexts were similar in AAs and EAs at risk for end-stage kidney disease. A substantial majority would want information regardless of available treatments and would share the information with the family. These results have important implications for patient care, study design and the informed consent process.

Introduction

It is increasingly possible to estimate disease risk based upon variation in an individual’s genome. Although many genetic variants retain similar frequencies and effect sizes across populations of different ancestries, this is not uniformly the case. Several common disorders, in-
cluding osteoporosis, kidney disease, and coronary artery disease, demonstrate population ancestry-specific risk that is, in part, biologically mediated [1].

Non-diabetic kidney diseases are important examples of a common disease with differential risk across ethnic groups [2–4]. African-Americans (AAs) develop end-stage kidney disease (ESKD) requiring dialysis or kidney transplantation nearly four times more often than European-Americans (EAs) [5]. Two coding variants in the apolipoprotein L1 gene (APOL1) account for the marked ethnic disparity in risk for non-diabetic nephropathy in African ancestry populations, relative to European ancestry populations [2, 3, 6]. Population ancestry-based differences are also seen in genetic risk for IgA nephropathy, partially accounting for worldwide variation in risk [2–4].

There is much discussion in the literature regarding the permissibility or impermissibility of returning genetic test results to research participants, and the obligation to share results [7]. Attitudes among groups of different population ancestry regarding research participation in general [8–11], participation in genetic research [12], genetic testing [13–15], return of genetic research results [12, 16–18], and family involvement in healthcare decisions [19] have been discussed. Research participants’ perceptions regarding receiving (and sharing) information on genetic risk variants for disease obtained in a research study may differ based on population ancestry. This is an area that would benefit from additional study. Since ESKD strongly aggregates in families in all population groups, and coding variants in APOL1 contribute to the majority of cases of non-diabetic kidney disease in African ancestry populations, we queried AA and EA first-degree relatives of patients with ESKD for their opinions regarding receiving personal genetic data obtained in a research setting and on sharing those results with family members. This study sample offers a unique perspective because respondents know that they are at risk for a disease with a significant genetic component. Because there has been much speculation regarding differences in attitudes regarding genetic testing and research participation among AAs and EAs, we included these two groups in our study.

**Methods**

**Study Population**

First-degree relatives of self-reported AA and EA patients at Wake Forest Baptist Health outpatient dialysis facilities who had ESKD and who were performing in-center hemodialysis or home peritoneal dialysis were asked to participate in a voluntary survey (online suppl. fig. 1; for all online supplementary material, see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000356244). Parents, adult (>18 years) siblings and adult children of patients with ESKD were informed that the survey was designed to determine how they would use genetic information regarding disease susceptibility. Non-AA and non-EA family members were excluded due to their small numbers. No mention was made of either kidney disease or APOL1. Interviewers were trained before administering the survey (by N.M.P.K.) in order to provide a standardized interview process.

Survey administration took approximately 10 min in person or by telephone. For relatives of home peritoneal dialysis patients, surveys were personally administered by one of two dialysis nurses at a home dialysis training facility during regularly scheduled monthly clinic visits. For relatives of patients performing in-center hemodialysis, surveys were administered via telephone by one of two physicians.

The approach for assessing interest among potential survey respondents was scripted, and the script, study, and survey instrument were approved by the institutional review board (IRB) at the Wake Forest School of Medicine (online suppl. fig. 1). Contact information for subjects who declined participation was destroyed. Since this research presented no more than minimal risk of harm to participants and did not involve a procedure, a waiver of the requirement for signed informed consent was approved for telephone surveys. In-person respondents were asked to sign an information fact sheet that contained relevant information necessary for them to make an informed decision about participation. Online supplementary figure 1 contains the approach script and full survey.

**Statistical Analysis**

Frequencies and proportions were calculated for categorical study measures, with mean and standard deviation (SD) generated for age of the participants. To assess the difference in participant familial groupings and attitudes regarding genetic test results between the AA and EA subjects, Fisher’s exact test was applied.

**Results**

Standardized questionnaires were administered to 64 AA and 66 EA individuals at increased risk for development of kidney disease based on having a first-degree relative with ESKD. The majority of respondents were unrelated, except in two EA families (one with 2 and one with 3 participating adult children) and three AA families (each with 2 participating adult children). The mean (SD) age of surveyed relatives was 45.5 (12.8) and 50.5 (14.4) years for AA and EA, respectively (p = 0.04); this parallels the younger age at ESKD in AA patients relative to EA patients. Similar familial relationship groupings were seen between AA and EA participants and ESKD probands in families. For EA participants, 61% were adult children, 18% parents and 21% siblings and for AA participants, 45% were adult children, 23% parents and 31%
AA and EA participants, respectively, wished to know the results of their genetic tests if disease risk: (1) could be reduced by either diet or exercise (100 and 98% yes for survey question A.1, p = 0.99); (2) could be reduced by physician-directed treatment (100 and 98% yes for question A.2, p = 0.99), or (3) could not be reduced by known treatments (90 and 82% yes for question A.3, p = 0.21).

Participants were also asked to provide reasons for their answers. They could choose one or more of a set of four scripted reasons, and/or add their own comments. Approximately half of those who wanted to know their test results when there were known ways to lower their disease risk chose all of the scripted reasons: 'I just want to know health information about myself'; 'I can use this information to improve my health'; 'I have the right to information about me', and 'I can use this information to plan ahead'. The reason cited most often, by well over 80% of all participants, was 'I can use this information to improve my health'. When there was no known way to lower risk, those who wanted their test results most often chose 'I just want to know information about myself' and 'I can use this information to plan ahead'. Fewer participants chose all four reasons; about the same number chose only one reason. The few participants who did not want to know their test results if nothing were known that could lower their disease risk most often chose 'I worry that information like this could hurt me' and/or 'I don’t think I could improve my health with this information'. Only 1 participant volunteered additional comments.

If informed that they did not possess a disease susceptibility variant, 87% of AA and 88% of EA would be 'extremely likely' or 'pretty likely' to inform the family of test results (question C.1; p = 0.84). If informed that they had a disease risk variant, 92% of AA and 89% of EA would be extremely likely or pretty likely to inform the family of test results (question C.2; p = 0.43).

The initial survey tool did not ask respondents to quantify the degree of risk they understood as ‘high’. We therefore received Wake Forest IRB approval to re-contact a subset of 10% of participants by phone using a short script (online suppl. fig. 2) to precisely determine how they interpreted high risk (6 AA and 6 EA participants were re-contacted). AA participants responded that high risk reflected a mean 20.2% risk of disease (range 1–50%) and EA participants responded that high risk reflected a mean 28.5% risk of disease (range 1–40%).

Discussion

This exploratory analysis assessed attitudes, in family members at high risk for developing a chronic disease, about obtaining, using, and sharing genetic test results acquired in a research context. Remarkably similar attitudes toward use of personal genetic data were seen in both AA and EA participants. Both population ancestral groups generally appeared to be very interested in obtaining, using and sharing genetic test results indicating the presence or absence of increased susceptibility to unspecified disease. This study demonstrates that a substantial majority of people with a close relative having ESKD would want genetic susceptibility information obtained in a research context regardless of the availability of prevention or treatment options, and that they would share this information with their families. Similar numbers of respondents said that they were highly likely to inform their families of genetic testing results whether or not they learned they had a genetic variant that increased disease susceptibility. This may reflect a high degree of awareness of the implications of genetic disease for close relatives.

This study provides important information about how particular population groups think about access to genetic information, and highlights the desirability of providing extensive information about genetic testing. Results suggest the importance of careful study design and disclosure regarding return of genetic test results in research studies. It is important for researchers and IRBs to consider the importance research participants place on receiving genetic test results. If researchers and IRBs agree that results should not be shared, they should recognize that participants might consider this to reduce the value of a study. Researchers may be reluctant to provide genetic testing results to participants because it is often unclear how accurate or informative preliminary genetic results are and whether they will replicate; however, there is increasing evidence that participants find value in them nonetheless [20]. Thus, if genetic test results will not be returned, researchers should ensure that participants understand and accept that they will not receive their research results even if they request and want them, and if researchers decide to share genetic test results, it will be important that they explain clearly to participants what those results mean and how much remains unknown about their presence. Initial genetic association results may subsequently prove to be false positive findings. Even highly significant and replicated results have changed in follow-up analyses. This was the case for the non-muscle myosin heavy chain 9 gene (MYH9) associa-
tion with non-diabetic forms of ESKD in AAs, a finding that was later proven to be the result of linkage disequilibrium between MYH9 and two coding variants in the adjacent APOL1 gene [6, 21, 22]. Findings such as this urge caution on the part of IRBs and investigators before providing preliminary genetic test results to participants in research studies. The majority of participants in this study preferred to be informed of their genetic test results obtained in research. IRBs should consider allowing return of results of replicated findings to study participants only with the caveat that scientific findings may evolve over time, interpretation of initial results may change, and therefore the attributable risk of disease based on initial findings may change based on future studies.

A limitation was the small sample size in this pilot study. Surveys were administered in the fall of 2012 during a presidential campaign and it was felt that some families may have refused to participate by telephone due to competing phone calls from political organizations. An advantage of the design was that family index cases were receiving nephrology care from two large nephrology practices with a total of more than 20 nephrologists, one an academic practice and one a private practice. As such, participating relatives’ choices were unlikely to have been affected by their relative’s physician and results can probably be generalized to similar families with members having ESKD.

The fact that study respondents knew they were selected because they have a close relative with ESKD may have influenced their survey responses, and thus the generalizability of these results beyond this population. Even though we were careful to make the survey questions intentionally non-specific about the nature of the genetic disease being studied in the hypothetical scenario, it remains possible that since subjects were told they were contacted as family members of dialysis patients, they may have had ESKD in mind as the disease in question. However, none of the index cases with ESKD or participating relatives were involved in ongoing genetic analyses of risk for ESKD at Wake Forest, so the likelihood that they had a particular degree of risk for ESKD in mind seems low. Nonetheless, this population may have a heightened sense of the significance of genetic risk factors compared with the general public. The mean results from the re-contacted subsample suggested that AAs and EAs felt an approximate 20–30% risk for disease reflected their perception of high risk. Extension of this research to other populations would be informative on this point.

In conclusion, although there is considerable debate about what role participants’ preferences should play in deciding whether to disclose individual research results [23], knowing that participants feel strongly about having access to their results is instructive. It would be useful to know how other populations, including individuals who are not at increased risk for a disease with a genetic component, understand the desirability of receiving genetic test results obtained in research settings.
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